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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Topographical orientation refers to the ability of
the individuals to find their way around by using a
variety of cognitive strategies during navigation.
Here, we report six case studies of patients who
underwent selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy
(as treatment for severe temporal lobe epilepsy)
in order to shed more light on the role of the medial
temporal lobe (MTL) in adopting different strategies
useful for orientation. Patients were submitted
to a comprehensive assessment of topographical
orientation skills in which they were asked to
perform different spatial orientation tasks. The
performance of each patient is discussed within
his/her neurological context in order to provide a
better understanding of the effects of amygdalohippocampectomy on the human ability to orient.
The general conclusions support the critical role
of medial temporal lobe structures in processing
allocentric spatial information useful for creating
cognitive maps, as opposed to the use of egocentric
spatial information that are mostly involved in
navigating while relying on body turns and sequences.
These findings may have significant implications
in developing rehabilitation programs for patients
undergoing selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy.

Topographical orientation refers to the ability of
individuals to orient and navigate within the
environment [1]. This complex and important
function relies on several cognitive processes such
as memory, attention, perception, mental imagery
and decision-making skills, all of which play
important roles in spatial cognition [2-9]. The
proper function of these cognitive processes
allows individuals to become familiar with the
environment and adopt a variety of strategies
useful for orientation [1, 10]. For instance, one may
reach a target location by using the landmarks
available within the environment and their spatial
relationships (e.g., “the liquor store is between
the cinema and the pharmacy”). Alternatively,
one may use directions from single landmarks
(e.g., “turn right at the bank, and right again at the
cinema”), or make choices with respect to distances
and body motions (e.g., “two blocks ahead, then
make a right turn, and a right turn again). Of the
various orientation strategies, however, the formation
of a mental representation of the environment
based on the spatial relationships between landmarks
(i.e., a cognitive map) is the most flexible strategy
allowing successfully navigation in the surrounding
[11]. The use of cognitive maps is, indeed, the
only strategy that allows individuals to reach a
target place starting from all possible locations
within the environment.
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In addition to widespread neurodegenerative
disorders as in the case of patients with Mild
Cognitive Impairment (MCI) [12, 13] or Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD) [14, 15] and more selective
neuropsychological reports [16], topographical
disorientation has been also documented in
individuals who underwent surgical treatment for
severe temporal lobe epilepsy [17-19]. Evidence
of topographical disorientation in patients with
temporal lobe resection is provided in both
ecological [18] and virtual [19] environments, and
is commonly interpreted as a consequence of the
surgical resection of regions in the temporal lobe,
especially the hippocampal complex. Although
the evidence of spatial deficits in these patients is
consistent with the well-known role of medial
temporal lobe (MTL) regions in spatial learning
and memory, as largely supported by studies in
both rodents (i.e. [11, 20-23] and humans [24-27],
to date, the topographical defects following surgical
treatment for severe temporal lobe epilepsy
remains incompletely characterized. The reason
behind this may rely on the fact that wayfinding
and spatial navigation in novel environments can
be indeed accomplished by using a variety of
orientation strategies, only some of which are
dependent on the hippocampus complex [28, 29].
Here, we report six case studies of patients who
underwent selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy
(SAH) in which they performed a comprehensive
battery of tests assessing different spatial orientation
skills: we tested the hypothesis that such a
surgical treatment results in the impaired use of
allocentric-based orientation strategies (mostly
relying on the ability to form cognitive maps) and
does not affect the ability to use egocentric-based
orientation strategies as the ones involving body
turns and distances travelled while navigating.
CASE REPORTS
The patients described below received surgery in
the form of SAH in either the left or right
temporal region as part of treatment for severe
epilepsy. Performances of patients at various
orientation tests (see below) were compared to
a group of participants including 120 healthy
volunteers (102 females, 18 males) who were
matched for age (M = 42.3, SD = 14.42) and
education (M = 16.1, SD = 3.97) to the patient
group [30]. Each patient was administered a
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complete neuropsychological battery to evaluate
general cognitive skills following surgical treatment
(see Table 1). Hereafter is a detailed description
of each patient included in the study.
Patient L-SAH1 is a 62-year-old left-handed female
who completed a Grade 12 education. She began
to experience seizures at the age of 53, and
underwent a left SAH six years prior this testing.
At the time of testing, she was still prescribed
medication to treat recurring seizures. The postoperative neuro-radiological examination reports
a focal area of post surgical encephalomalacia
and chronic gliosis in the left temporal lobe. As
shown in table 1, post-operative neuropsychological
evaluation estimated that her premorbid intelligence
was in the high average range. Her post-operative
intellectual abilities were found to be within the
average to above average range, with working
memory in the normal range. The patient
demonstrated impairments on tests of memory
(both immediate and delayed) for verbal material
and object naming. Visuospatial memory was found
to be normal on all measures. Post-operative
MRI images documenting selective amygadalohippocampectomy in the left hemisphere are
reported in figure 1. These images are representative
of all patients included in the SAH groups since
they all underwent the same surgical procedure
and resection.
Patient L-SAH2 is a 57-year-old right-handed
female who completed Grade 12 and four years of
post-secondary education. She began to experience
seizures at age 3, and received surgery four years
prior this testing. At the time of testing, she was
not taking any medication for seizure control, nor
was she experiencing any seizures. The postoperative neuro-radiological examination reports a
fluid-filled surgical cleft is seen at the operative
left temporal site, extending through the temporal
lobe to the medial aspect. Her post-operative
neuropsychological evaluation (as reported in
table 1) estimated her premorbid intelligence as
in the high average range. Her post-operative
intelligence was within the average range. The
patient demonstrated impairments on measures of
immediate and delayed verbal memory as well as
object naming, and delayed recognition in the
domain of visuospatial memory. Performance in
all other cognitive domains was normal. The only
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Table 1. SAH patients’ neuropsychological assessment. Bold text indicates impaired performance.
L-SAH1

L-SAH2

L-SAH3

L-SAH4

R-SAH1

R-SAH2

PREMORBID INTELLIGENCE [46]
NAART errors
Predicted FSIQ
Predicted VIQ

22
111
109

22
111
109

23
110
108

18
114
113

39
97
94

58
83
77

INTELLIGENCE [47]
Composite IQ (percentile)
Verbal IQ (percentile)
Nonverbal IQ (percentile)

102 (55)
94 (34)
110 (75)

93 (32)
95 (37)
92 (30)

106 (66)
102 (55)
110 (75)

106 (66)
112 (79)
99 (47)

89 (23)
91 (27)
88 (21)

70 (2)
71 (3)
67 (1)

WORKING MEMORY [48, 49]

40/40

34/40

39/40

36/40

14/40

12/30

26 (25)
1 (-3.5)
2 (-3.5)
2 (-4)
2 (-3.5)
12 (-2)

33 (32)
4 (-2.5)
3 (-3)
7 (-2)
6 (-2.5)
16 (0.5)

47 (42)
9 (-1)
10 (-1)
12 (-0.5)
10 (-1.5)
16 (0)

28 (28)
5 (-2.5)
8 (-1.5)
9 (-1.5)
9 (-1.5)

77 (6)
83 (13)
120 (91)

80 (9)
74 (4)
75 (5)

99 (47)
102 (55)
95 (37)

84 (23)
83 (13)
85 (16)

21 (34)
8 (34)
5 (11-16)

17 (10)
6 (7)
5 (11-16)

11 (<1)
4 (<1)
5 (6-10)

12 (12)
13 (14)

15 (18)
14.5 (16)

6 (<1)
7 (<1)

5 (<1)
6 (<1)

88 (21)
78 (7)

88 (21)
84 (14)

97 (42)
109 (73)

118 (88)
112 (79)

100 (50)
91 (27)

62 (8)
65 (1)

42

42

33

59

40

19

VERBAL MEMORY
[49, 50]
CVLT-II
Recall Trial 1-5 (T-score)
Short delay free recall (Z-score)
Long delay free recall (Z-score)
Short delay cued recall (Z-score)
Long delay cued recall (Z-score)
Recognition hits (Z-score)
WMS-III
Auditory immediate index (percentile)
Auditory delayed index (percentile)
Auditory recognition delay index
(percentile)
VISUOSPATIAL MEMORY
[49, 51, 52]
BVMT-R
Total recognition (percentile)
Delayed recognition (percentile)
Recognition hits (percentile)
RCFT
Immediate recall (percentile)
Delay recall (percentile)
WMS-III
Visual immediate index (percentile)
Visual delay index (percentile)
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS
[53-55]
COWAT
Total words
WCST

97 (42)
97 (42)
90 (25)

94 (34)
102 (55)
90 (25)

42
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Table 1 continued..
L-SAH1

L-SAH2

L-SAH3

L-SAH4

R-SAH1

R-SAH2

Categories completed (percentile)
Trials administered
Perseverative responses (percentile)
Perseverative errors (percentile)
Nonperseverative errors (percentile)
Failure to maintain set (percentile)
Design Fluency
Free condition (Z-score)
Four lines condition (Z-score)

6 (>16)
77
7 (87)
7 (84)
3 (96)
0 (>16)

6 (>16)
79
6 (55)
6 (55)
5 (61)
1 (>16)

6 (>16)
86
7 (66)
7 (61)
5 (66)
1 (>16)

6 (>16)
82
11 (39)
8 (53)
6 (61)
0 (>16)

6 (>16)
91
6 (66)
6 (63)
6 (58)
2 (6-10)

5 (11-16)
128
17 (27)
16 (25)
19 (14)
3 (2-5)

18 (0.4)
12 (-1.23)

21 (0.9)
16 (-0.5)

17 (0.2)
20 (0.2)

50 (5.7)
31 (2.2)

35 (3.1)
19 (0)

10 (-0.9)
7 (-2.1)

READING [56]

12/30

14/30

17/30

14/30

15/30

7/30

OBJECT NAMING [57]
BNT–60 (T-score)

39 (20.2)

39 (12.8)

47 (36.7)

56 (50.9)

52 (40.1)

22 (<16.2)

LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION
[58]

58/62

58/62

60/62

62/62

62/62

57/62

VISUO-PERCEPTION
[53]

31

24

26

28

24

17

Normal
33 (>16)

Normal
31 (2-5)

Normal
33 (>16)

Normal
35 (>16)

Normal
29.5 (<1)

Impaired
31 (2-5)

VISUO-CONSTRUCTION
[59, 60]
Free Drawing (clock, bicycle, cube)
RCFT Standard copy (percentile)

cognitive difficulty reported by the patient postsurgery was word-finding.
Patient L-SAH3 is a 39-year-old right-handed
female who completed Grade 12 and two years of
post-secondary education. She began experiencing
seizures at age 10, and received surgery to the left
hemisphere 7 years prior this testing. Since surgery
she has been completely seizure-free and is not
currently taking any medication. The post-operative
neuro-radiological examination confirms the resection
of the amygdala and anterior hippocampus. The
residual posterior region of the hippocampus is
reported to be atrophic with increased T2 signal
within it, consistent with hippocampal sclerosis.
The patient’s post-operative neuropsychological
evaluation (details displayed in table 1) indicated
that her intelligence was within the average range.
No premorbid intelligence estimate was made.
The patient displayed impairment in object
naming, but all other measures (including working
memory and executive functions) were found to
be within the average range.

Patient L-SAH4 is a 43-year-old right-handed
female who completed Grade 12 as well as one
year of post-secondary education. She began
having seizures at age 10, and received surgery
eight years prior testing. She has been seizure-free
since surgery, and is currently not taking any
medication. The patient’s post-operative neuroradiological examination reveals findings consistent
with mesial temporal sclerosis on the left
hemisphere and abnormal appearance of the left
anterior temporal lobe consistent with cortical
dysplasia. As reported in table 1, post-operative
neuropsychological evaluation estimated her
premorbid intelligence as being in the high average
range. Her intelligence at the time of evaluation
was found to be in the above average to average
range. Her cognitive abilities were found to be
mostly intact.
Patient R-SAH1 is a 44-year-old right-handed
female who completed Grade 12 as well as five
years of post-secondary education. She began
experiencing seizures at age 9, and received
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Figure 1. Neuroradiological examination. Axial, coronal and sagittal view of post-operative MRI images
documenting left selective amygadalo-hippocampectomy. The white circles highlight the surgical resection and
resulting damage. As shown in the sagittal section (bottom row) the damage following the resection included the
temporal cortex laterally as well as the perirhinal cortex in the medial region.
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surgery four years prior testing. She has been
seizure-free since surgery, and is not currently
taking any medication. The post-operative neuroradiological examination confirms the resection
of the right hippocampus with a residual small
amount of it in the posteromedial aspect. Postoperative neuropsychological evaluation (as shown
in table 1) estimated a premorbid intelligence
within the average range. Intelligence at the time
of testing was also assessed within the average
range. Other results indicate impairments on tests
of working memory, acquisition and recall of
visuospatial material, semantic word fluency and
bilateral motor dexterity.
Patient R-SAH2 is a 47-year-old right-handed
male who completed a Grade 12 education. He
began experiencing seizures at the age of 18, and
received surgery eight years prior testing. Since
surgery, he has experienced very few seizures
separated by a minimum of 6-month period. He is
currently taking medication to minimize further
seizures. The post-operative neuro-radiological
examination confirms a partial resection of the
anteromedial temporal lobe, with part of the
hippocampus remaining at its most posterior
aspect. The brain appears mildly and diffusely
atrophic and the lateral and third ventricles
appear moderately enlarged. Post-operative
neuropsychological evaluation (shown in Table 1)
estimated his premorbid intelligence as being in
the low average range. His intelligence at the time
of evaluation was found to be within the wellbelow average range. The patient demonstrated
impairments on tests of working memory, verbal
memory (long delay cued recall), visuospatial
memory, word fluency, visuoconstruction,
visuoperception, reading speed, object naming,
right-hand grip strength, left-hand dexterity and
somatosensory extinction. This particular patient
had a history of hydrocephalus and the results of
most measures were comparable to pre-operative
evaluations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants completed a battery of tests
consisting of six subtests appositely designed for
assessing a variety of orientation skills in virtual
environments [30]. Before beginning the first
test, all participants completed a demographic
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questionnaire. Each participant then completed all
six subtests, which were administered in a randomized
order. Hereafter is a detailed description of each test.
Landmark recognition test
This test assessed participants’ ability to recognize
abstract landmarks encountered during navigation.
Each trial consisted of a 30-second video clip
showing, from a first-person perspective, an
individual navigating through a virtual environment
and encountering three sign-post “landmarks”
displaying abstract images (see figure 2 for samples
of images). After each clip ended, participants
were presented sequentially with six similar
abstract images (three of which were novel
images), and asked for each image whether or not
it was encountered while navigating in the virtual
environment as shown in the video clip. This
procedure was repeated for six unique trials
randomly administered, each including novel
landmarks encountered along novel pathways. We
recorded the number of correct responses. The
choice of using abstract images as landmarks in
this test (as well as in the test described below)
relies on the opportunity to assess recognition
skills independently of previous knowledge acquired
in real life.
Heading orientation test
This test was designed to measure participants’
ability to make associations between left and right
body turns with respect to given landmarks. In
each trial, participants viewed a first-person
perspective video clip similar to those in the
previous task. Three signpost landmarks displaying
abstract images (novel but similar to the ones used
in the previous test) were seen in each video clip
(samples of abstract images are displayed in
figure 2). At each landmark, the individual in the
video clip made either a left or a right turn. After
the clip was viewed, participants were randomly
presented with pictures of each landmark they
encountered, and asked to indicate whether the
individual turned left or right at each particular
landmark. This test consisted of six trials randomly
administered, each including novel landmarks
encountered along different pathways within the
environment. We recorded the number of correct
responses.
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Figure 2. Cognitive map test. (A) An example of the four landmarks located in the virtual environment. (B) The
top-view map of the environment; here we indicated the locations of the four landmarks but this information was not
available to the participants while solving the task. (C) The first view of one of the trials in the cognitive map use
test. In this specific trial the individual in the clip is facing the flower shop and required to reach the cinema. (D, E, F)
Sample of abstract images used in the landmark recognition and heading orientation tests.

Left-right orientation test (no landmarks)
This test assessed the ability of the individuals to
remember a sequence of turns in a maze-like virtual
environment in which no relevant information and
landmarks are available for orientation. The test
consisted of six trials randomly administered. In
each trial, participants viewed two separate 30second clips of an individual navigating through a
virtual environment similar to the ones used in the
previous task. In each clip, the individual in the
video made a series of three randomized left-right
turns but no landmarks were encountered while
performing the pathway in the environment. After
each set of two clips was shown, participants were
asked to indicate whether the path traveled in the
second clip was identical to that traveled in the
first one (i.e. whether the individual followed the
same pathways in the two clips). We recorded the
number of correct responses.

test described above, no landmarks are available
in the environment and participants are required
to memorize a series of left and right turns. In
each of the six randomized trials, the participant
viewed a clip in which an individual navigate in a
virtual environment by following a given sequence
of turns for about 30 seconds, then turning around
and moving in the opposite direction for about
30 seconds by making the same number of turns.
After the clip ended, participants were asked to
indicate whether the individual in the clip turned
around and retraced the original pathway or took a
different one. This test requires additional effort
as compared to the previous test since left and
right turns would need to be reversed in order to
make a decision on whether or not the individual
navigating in the video travels the same pathway
in both directions. We measured the number of
correct responses.
Cognitive map formation test

Path reversal test (no landmarks)
This test assessed participants’ ability to recognize a
path when traveled in reverse direction. As for the

The cognitive map formation test aimed to assess
the ability of the individuals to form cognitive
maps. The test consisted of a series of trials in
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which the participants viewed a clip, from a firstperson perspective, of an individual moving through
a virtual environment. The virtual environment in
this test included four easily identifiable landmarks
(a flower shop, a cinema, a restaurant, and a hotel),
each located on a different building available in
the environment (see figure 2). All four landmarks
were visited in the first clip, after which the
number of landmarks visited in each clip varied
pseudo-randomly from 1 to 3 in order to control
for the equal duration of each clip. All landmarks
were visited in the first clip to give participants
the opportunity to solve the task from the very
first trial (see below). Subsequent trials were
generated pseudo-randomly with the same number
of visits for each landmark across clips throughout
the entire test. After each clip, the participant was
shown a top-view map of the environment (Figure 2),
and asked to indicate, by dragging and placing
icons depicting each landmark, where each of the
landmarks was located within the environment.
Each landmark placement was considered correct
if the icon was located on the block indicating the
actual building (see figure 2B). If the participant
placed incorrectly one of any four landmarks,
another clip was shown to help further familiarize
him/her with the environment and the landmarks
located within it. Participants were allowed to
perform up to 20 trials (each consisting of one clip
and one attempt to place the four landmarks on the
map) to successfully complete the task (a limited
number of trials was used to avoid frustration if
unsuccessful in solving the task). The task was
concluded either when the participant successfully
placed all four landmarks in the correct positions
in two consecutive trials, or after 20 unsuccessful
attempts. To minimize the possibility of guessing,
participants were given no feedback over the course
of this task. In case of successful completion, we
recorded the number of trials that were necessary
in order to form a cognitive map of that environment.
On the other hand, if participants were unsuccessful,
they were presented with the map that included
the correct locations of the landmarks and allowed
to study it before performing the test described
below. In this test, we measured the number of
trials required to solve the task, and therefore
higher scores refer to worse performance.
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Cognitive map use test
This test assessed participants’ ability to make use
of the cognitive map as formed in the test
described above. The test consisted of six trials
and it was performed within the same environment
in which participants performed the cognitive map
formation test described above. In each trial, the
participant was shown a video clip starting with
the camera facing one of the landmarks available
in the environment and a sign-post indicating a
target location to be reached (Figure 2C); then, the
camera traversed a path ending at the target
landmark indicated on the signpost. At this specific
time, the video clip ended and the participants
were asked whether or not the individual followed
the shortest possible pathway while reaching the
target location. In half of the trials, the individual
in the video follows the shortest pathway; in the
other half the individual follows a longer one.
This task required participants to make use of
their mental representation of the environment in
order to estimate whether the shortest pathway is
followed while moving from one place to another.
We recorded the number of correct responses.
RESULTS
We considered a patient’s performance impaired
if his/her score was below two (or more) standard
deviations from the mean’s score of controls.
Table 2 displays individual scores of each patient,
as well as cut-off score, mean and standard
deviation scores as derived from the control group
at each test.
The results revealed that patient R-SAH2 was the
only participant showing a significant impairment
in solving the landmark recognition test (due to
technical issues, data for the performance of patient
L-SAH3 were not recorded). With respect to the
heading orientation test, patients with resections
in the right hemisphere (i.e., R-SAH1 and RSAH2) scored at cut-off, which was suggestive of
impairment in both cases. Performance of patients
L-SAH1 and R-SAH2 was impaired while solving
the left-right orientation test, whereas none of the
six patients showed impairments when performing
the path reversal test. The cognitive map
formation test resulted to be the most challenging
task for all patients except patient L-SAH4:
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Table 2. Control group and SAH patients’ scores at each test (* indicates impairment).
Landmark
recognition

Heading
orientation

L-R
orientation

Path
reversal

CM
formation

CM use

Controls mean
Controls SD
Cut-off score

33.81
2.53
29

15.9
2.38
11

5.55
0.73
4

5.01
1.04
3

5.09
3.96
13

5.54
0.83
4

L-SAH1

30

12

4*

5

20*

N/A

L-SAH2

30

15

5

4

20*

4*

L-SAH3

N/A

12

6

4

14*

6

L-SAH4

35

16

5

5

3

6

R-SAH1

30

11*

6

4

15*

5

R-SAH2

21*

11*

3*

4

20*

3*

patients L-SAH1, L-SAH2 and R-SAH2 did not
solve the task even after performing all 20
possible trials, whereas patient L-SAH3 and
R-SAH1 required a significant higher number of
trials (as compared to controls) in order to solve
the task, which indicates an impairment in the
ability to form cognitive maps. Finally, the
cognitive map use test resulted to be impaired in
patient L-SAH2 and patient R-SAH2 (due to
technical problems, data for patient L-SAH1 were
not recorded).
DISCUSSION
In this study we aimed at investigating the
consequences of SAH in adopting different
orientation strategies while navigating in the
environment. To achieve this goal, we performed
a comprehensive assessment of orientation skills
in six patients who underwent selective amygdalohippocampectomy as surgical treatment for temporal
lobe epilepsy. Hereafter, we will first provide the
individual analysis and discussion of patients’
performances at our spatial orientation tests within
their clinical history and neuropsychological
outcomes; then, we will discuss the contribution
of our findings more generally to the field of
spatial cognition, hoping to shed some light on the
role of MTL structures on the complex ability of
orienting and navigating in spatial surroundings.
We will start our analysis with patient L-SAH4,
who performed as well on all our tests as the

healthy controls. According to the neuropsychological
evaluation, her post-surgical intelligence was
measured in the above average to average range.
She also reportedly demonstrated intact cognitive
abilities in all domains. Although she suffers from
a significant lesion to the left hippocampal region,
it is possible that neural plasticity as well as other
behavioural mechanisms have allowed her to
compensate for the loss. Research by Tanriverdi
and colleagues [31] suggests, in fact, that several
factors influence the outcome of selective amygdalohippocampectomy on measures of memory, including
age at surgery, duration of seizures, and seizure
control after surgery. Given such findings, it
can be reasoned that the fact that this patient
underwent surgery at the relatively young age of
35, and has been seizure-free since surgery, may
contribute significantly to the positive memory
outcomes, possibly due to neuroplasticity. Her
above average IQ likely also contributed to her
relatively intact abilities for spatial reasoning, as
even a relative decrease in verbal and spatial
reasoning abilities after surgery may not have
resulted in a measurable impairment. Upon
questioning, this patient reported that throughout
her life she has always had strong orientation
skills, though relying almost exclusively on a
keen memory for landmarks to navigate in new
and familiar environments.
From a neuropsychological perspective, patient
L-SAH1 and L-SAH2 reported an overlapping
outcome. They both performed poorly in the
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domain of verbal memory and object naming, and
performed similarly while solving our tests. They
both were unable to solve our cognitive map
formation test; their performance was similar to
controls in the path reversal test, as well as the
heading orientation and landmark recognition
tests. Their performance differ though in the
left-right orientation test with patient L-SAH1
performing worse than controls and L-SAH2.
These results may suggest that although it is not
surprising that lesions to the left MTL result in
greater deficits in verbal memory [32], such a
deficit may or may not affect the encoding of
spatial information relying on sequences of left
and right body turns. One may speculate that the
inconsistent finding between these two patients
may rely on the fact that the encoding of left-right
body turns may occur with or without the
involvement of verbal memory skills.
Patient L-SAH3 showed impairments only in the
cognitive map formation test. The neuropsychological
evaluation done post-surgery estimated her
intelligence within the average range, and did not
indicate any cognitive deficits other than object
naming. This suggests that the ability to name
objects (and therefore landmarks) may affect
performance when that ability is required while
creating a cognitive map of the surrounding.
However, in this specific patient, it is important to
note that although she scored within the impaired
range in the cognitive map formation test, she
eventually solved the test. In fact, with the
exception of one other participant, this patient
required the fewest trials of all in the patient
group to solve this task. This suggests that
although the hippocampal lesion may have
impacted her orientation abilities, she may employ
some compensatory strategies to learn spatial
relationships. As described earlier, the outcome of
amygdalo-hippocampectomy may be influenced
by various factors including age at surgery [31]:
since this patient underwent surgery at age 32,
she experienced a relatively short lifetime seizure
duration in comparison to the other participants in
the patient group. If, as suggested by Tanriverdi
and colleagues [31], younger patients undergoing
SAH tend to recover cognitive capacities to a
greater degree than older patients, her young age
may have allowed for a higher level of neuroplasticity,
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thus positively influencing her memory outcomes
on several measures after surgery. Her impairment
on the cognitive map formation test may be
related to the hippocampal lesion affecting a
component necessary for cognitive map formation
that is unrelated to verbal or visuospatial memory.
Patient R-SAH1 scored within the impaired range
on the heading orientation and cognitive map
formation tests. These selective deficits are consistent
with the patient’s post-surgical neuropsychological
assessment, which reported deficits in working
and visuospatial memory despite an IQ within the
average range. Such a deficit in visuospatial
memory is not surprising given well-documented
evidence that lesions in the right MTL affect
visuospatial memory to a greater degree than
verbal memory [32]. The two tasks with which
she experienced difficulty all require the ability to
learn and memorize complex visuospatial information
in relationship to spatial layout and directions. As
documented by Laeng and colleagues [33], the
right MTL and associated areas such as the
hippocampus play a crucial role in the learning
and memory for the type of visual information
that cannot easily be verbalized. These findings
may explain in part why this particular patient
experienced difficulty when trying to relate the
abstract landmarks to directions.
Patient R-SAH2 scored within the impaired range
on all measures of spatial orientation expect for
the path reversal test. These rather pronounced
deficits could be understood in the context of his
post-operative neuropsychological assessment. It
is noted in the assessment that his intellectual
abilities were measured to be within the wellbelow average range. As previously reported, this
patient shows deficits in several areas of memory,
perception, and other cognitive functions. It is
possible that these impairments, as well as the
surgical lesion, contributed in large to the low
scores on most of the measures in the current test.
With demonstrated deficits in memory, it can be
understood that this participant experienced difficulty
with complex tasks such as cognitive map
formation, which requires various resources and a
high degree of cognitive effort. Since the right
MTL and associated hippocampal regions are
vital for the initial learning stages of novel spatial
information [34], the lesion to the right hemisphere
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may have impacted the participant’s ability to
memorize the spatial relationships between the
landmarks in the cognitive map formation task.
An inability to properly commit novel visuospatial
information (in this case, the map of a virtual
environment) to memory to begin with, even after
being shown the correct locations of the landmarks,
would contribute heavily to the continuing deficit
demonstrated in the cognitive map use task. This
inability to commit spatial relationships to memory
may also be related to effects of the lesion on the
patient’s ability to use mental imagery for means
of topographical orientation. There is evidence
that many individuals suffering from orientation
deficits report difficulty envisioning familiar
environments [16]. Furthermore, an inability to
perform mental rotations or imagine oneself
moving within an environment has been related to
difficulties in forming cognitive maps [35]. The
fact that this patient is currently still prescribed
medication and periodically experiences seizures
may also negatively influence his memory outcomes,
as greater seizure frequency and less successful
seizure control are related to the deterioration of
memory function [31]. In addition, it should be
noted that this particular patient had a history of
hydrocephalus; although the MRIs show no signs
of extended brain damage we cannot exclude that
the presence of hydrocephalus might have impacted
on his cognitive skills and brain functioning in
general.
The overall performance of the six patients
described in this study supports the hypothesis
that lesions in the MTL severely affect the ability
of the individuals to solve a task that heavily
relies on the processing of allocentric spatial
information, such as the spatial relationships
between landmarks available in the environment,
which allows for the formation of cognitive maps.
On the other hand, damage in the MTL does not
seem to affect the ability of the individuals to
process egocentric spatial information as engaged
in left-right body turns and distances travelled
(i.e. left-right orientation and path reversal tests),
as well as in the ability to recognize short-cuts
(i.e. cognitive map use test). Some of these
findings are consistent with the well-known role
of the MTL in processing landmark-based spatial
information related to the ability of forming
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cognitive maps [24-27], suggesting that alternative
non-landmark-based orientation strategies may be
available when structures in the temporal lobe are
damaged [18].
Spatial learning and memory defects in patients
with unilateral temporal lobe resection or amygdalohippocampectomy have been documented in a
variety of tasks in different experimental settings.
Some studies show that MTL patients are
impaired in remembering the locations of objects
on a table top [36-38], or in a scene [39, 40], or
while performing a variety of spatial mazes
originally designed for rodents [41-43]. However,
the use of large-scale environments to investigate
topographical orientation and navigation in MTL
patients has been limited. Maguire and colleagues
[17] used film footage of someone walking in a
real environment to assess the ability of patients
to correctly identify scenes and environmental
landmarks (and their spatial relationships) from
the surrounding, as well as their ability to recall
the correct sequence of landmarks encountered
along the route and the ability to draw a map of
the environment. The results showed that both
patients with left or right MTL damage were
impaired in solving all navigational tasks, with the
only exception of left MTL patients being able to
judge proximity between two landmarks. In a
different study, Spiers and colleagues [44] used a
large-scale virtual town to investigate the effects
of unilateral temporal lobectomy on topographical
and episodic memory. Patients with either left or
right MTL damage were asked to explore the
virtual town; while navigating in the environment,
participants experienced events in which they
participated actively in order to simulate a reallife situation. Following the exploration phase,
patients were tested on a variety of topographical
tasks such as map drawing, wayfinding (i.e.,
navigating between different locations in the town)
and scene recognition, as well as an episodic
memory task in which they were tested on the
events occurred in the virtual town. The results of
this study revealed an important dissociation
between the right and left MTL on their critical
role for topographical and episodic memory,
respectively; importantly, however, although
topographical memory was severely affected in
right MTL patients, patients with left MTL
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damage performed significantly worse than
controls as well. Our findings are only in part
consistent with both these studies: the patients
we described here with either left or right SAH
are impaired in topographical orientation tasks
in which the use of environmental landmarks
is critical for forming a cognitive map of the
environment; however, the impairment is not as
evident when patients are asked to recognize
short-cuts while performing our cognitive map
use test, which according to previous literature
still relies on MTL structures. There may be two
explanations for this inconsistency. First, it may
be possible that our cognitive map use test is not
entirely assessing the ability to make use of a
cognitive map as investigated traditionally in the
literature. The test that we used here, in fact, does
not require active navigation, and it consists of a
series of video clips that participants watch in
order to identify short-cuts. Therefore the test may
be engaging other cognitive processes for successful
performance, rather than the ones involved in
making use of cognitive maps. The second
explanation may refer to the engagement of other
brain areas in support of allocentric memory. In a
very recent study, in fact, Zhang and Ekstrom [45]
provide evidence that the retrieval and utilization
of an allocentric representation engage brain
regions that are not in the MTL such as the
retrosplenial cortex, the superior posterior parietal
cortex and the precuneus. The authors found that
these regions were particularly engaged when
participants navigated in the surrounding after
studying overview maps of the environment,
suggesting that they may play a critical role in
navigating by means of allocentric memory. Our
findings seem to support this recent evidence
suggesting that in the absence of MTL structures
other regions may be sufficient for navigating and
performing short-cuts, as well as for navigating by
using egocentric spatial information that are
mostly required in using body turns and distances
travelled.
It is important to highlight some limitations of this
study. First, the six case studies described in this
study include patients presenting with a significant
heterogeneity in their clinical history, with different
premorbid onset, duration of epilepsy, pre-surgical
cognitive status and neuropsychological outcomes
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following the resection. This limits our findings to
these selective patients with their specific clinical
history and does not allow the findings to be
generalized to the entire clinical population
undergoing SAH; as case reports, however, they
do provide insights into the possible outcomes of
SAH within the spatial cognition domain. The
second major limitation of our study refers to
the limited number of trials to be performed in
some of our tests (i.e., left-right orientation, path
reversal and cognitive map use tests). In each of
these tests, participants are required to perform a
total of six trials; this low number of trials does
not provide the opportunity to detect a large range
of variance in performance, which may limit the
sensitivity of these tests in detecting moderate
cognitive impairments. A third limitation of our
study refers to the use of virtual environments and
abstract images for assessing spatial orientation
skills. Although there are obvious advantages in
creating tests in virtual environments, mostly
consisting of having total control of the
experimental environments, these tests lack the
contribution of proprioceptive, somatosensory and
vestibular information, which are critical while
navigating in ecological surroundings.
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